A new analytical potential energy surface (PES) has been constructed for H + 2 -He using a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) representation from an extensive number of ab initio energies computed at the multi-reference and full configuration interaction level of theory. For the MRCI PES the long-range interaction region of the PES is described by analytical functions and is connected smoothly to the shortrange interaction region, represented as a RKHS. All ro-vibrational states for the ground vibrational and electronic state of H + 2 -He are calculated using two different methods to determine quantum bound states. Comparing transition frequencies for the near-dissociation states for ortho-and para H + 2 -He allows assignment of the 15.2 GHz line to a J = 2 e/f parity doublet of ortho-H + 2 -He whereas the experimentally determined 21.8 GHz line is only consistent with a (J = 0) → (J = 1) e/e transition in para-H + 2 -He. a) m.meuwly@unibas.ch
I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction between ions and neutral atoms or molecules is of central importance in atmospheric and astronomical processes and environments. Prominent species in the interstellar environment include H + 3 , CH + 2 , HCO + and N 2 H + , among others. 1 Additionally, ions are also considered to play an important role in the formation of atmospheric aerosols. 2 Very recently, 3 the HeH + ion, which was the first molecule of the primordial universe, 4 has been detected in interstellar space and means for the direct detection of H + 2 have been discussed. 5 However, although H + 2 is most likely formed and present in space, e.g. through the HeH + + H → H + 2 + He reaction, 3 (which is believed to be the first atom-diatom reaction in the universe 6 ) collisions with H and H 2 are also important loss channels of the ion.
Nevertheless, with H + 2 present in the interstellar medium, it is also likely that the H + 2 -He complex is formed. Hence, H + 2 -He plays an important role already in the early stages of the Molecular Universe.
The interaction between He and H + 2 is also important for the rotational cooling of H + 2 through collisions with Helium as the buffer gas. 7 This is an attractive way to generate translationally and internally cold H + 2 ions suitable for precision measurements. 8, 9 With even further increased precision and quantum state control of the ions, fundamental natural constants such as the ratio of the electron to the proton mass, m e /m p , can be determined with unprecedented accuracy.
Another process of interest which has been recently investigated is the Penning ionization of 3 S excited He colliding with H 2 . 10 This process produces H + 2 -He with sufficient energy to dissociate into ground state and rovibrationally excited He and H + 2 fragments. Such rovibrationally inelastic half-collisions are particularly sensitive to the long-range part of the intermolecular potential, which is dominated by polarization interactions induced by the charge and quadrupole of H + 2 . Furthermore, several long-range states for H + 2 -He have been characterized from microwave spectroscopy and by using electric field extraction. 11, 12 However, the interpretation of these spectra has remained elusive, in part due to the limited accuracy of the available potential energy surfaces.
In the past, several PESs have been constructed at different levels of theory to investigate the spectroscopy and dynamics of the H + 2 -He complex. [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] To characterize spectral transitions in the microwave region, an accurate long-range potential is required. 14, 15 However, the level of theory used for the electronic structure calculations in these earlier efforts was rather modest by today's standards. Full configuration interaction (FCI) with the cc-pVQZ basis has been used more recently but no explicit analytical representation was included. 17 Later, using the ab initio data of Ref. 17 a new PES was constructed by including an explicit analytical formula only for the diatomic potentials. 18 In the present work high-level electronic structure methods combined with advanced representation techniques for global potential energy surfaces and accurate representation of the long-range potential are used. With these PESs quantum calculations of all bound states of H + 2 -He with H + 2 in its ground electronic and vibrational state are then carried out. First, the computational methods are presented, followed by the discussion of the bound states computed and their interpretation in view of the near-dissociative states.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. The Potential Energy Surfaces
Two different levels of theory -a) multi reference configuration interaction level including the Davidson correction (MRCI+Q) 19, 20 with the augmented Dunning-type correlation consistent polarize hexaple zeta (aug-cc-pV6Z) 21 basis set and b) full configuration interaction 22, 23 with the augmented Dunning type correlation consistent polarized quintuple zeta (aug-cc-pV5Z) 24, 25 basis set -are used in the present work to calculate the ab initio energies. Initial orbitals for the MRCI calculations were obtained using the complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) [26] [27] [28] method with three 1s orbitals of H and He in the active space. The Molpro 29 software was used to perform all electronic structure calculations.
The grids for the ab initio energy calculations are set up in Jacobi coordinates (R, r, θ).
Here, r is the H + 2 bond length, R is the distance between He and the center of mass of the H + 2 ion, and θ is the angle between r and R. The angular grid is defined by Gauss-Legendre quadrature points chosen in the range between 0 ≤ θ ≤ 90 • given the spatial symmetry of the system. Details of the angular and radial grids for the MRCI+Q and FCI calculations are given in Tables S1 and S2 in the supporting information.
The complete adiabatic surface for H + 2 -He can be expressed as a many-body expansion 30 V HeHH (r HeH , r HeH , r HH ) = V
He + V
HeH + (r HeH ) + V (2) HeH + (r HeH ) + V (2) HH + (r HH ) + V (3) (r HeH , r HeH , r HH ), (1) where r HeH , r HeH and r HH are the distances between the respective atoms, and V HeHH (r HeH , r HeH , r HH ) is the total energy of the triatomic system at the corresponding geometry. The V (1) i are the atomic energies , whereas the V (2) i (r i ) and V (3) (r HeH , r HeH , r HH ) are the two-and three-body interaction energies, respectively, at corresponding configurations.
In general, two body interaction energies, i.e., the diatomic potential, for a molecule AB can be expressed as 18, 31 
with c 0 > 0 to ensure V AB (R AB ) → ∞ at R AB → 0 and ρ AB = R AB e −β (2) AB R AB . The long range part, V long (r), can be written as 14 
to remove the divergence of the long range terms at short H-H and H-He separations. Here, r l is a distance parameter and r e is the equilibrium bond distance of the diatomic molecule. The parameters used in this work to obtain the diatomic potentials are given in Table I .
The linear parameters c i and the nonlinear parameters α AB and β
AB in Eq. 3 are determined by fitting the expression with the ab initio energies using the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear multidimensional fitting method. 34 The optimized linear and nonlinear parameters for the diatomic potentials calculated via fitting are given in Tables S3 and S4. The three-body interaction energies, V (3) (r HeH , r HeH , r HH ) ≡ V (3) (r, R, θ) are calculated from Eq. 1. For a particular configuration of He-H + 2 , V (3) (r, R, θ) can be calculated using the reproducing kernel Hilbert space 35 (RKHS) approach.
The procedure for computing the analytical energy of a given configuration from a set of known ab initio energies is briefly described here. According to the RKHS theorem, the value of a function f (x) can be evaluated from a set of known values f (x i ) at positions x i as a linear combinations of kernel products
where c i are the coefficients and K(x, x i ) are the reproducing kernels. The coefficients are calculated from the known values by solving a set of linear equations
Here it is worth mentioning that the RKHS approach exactly reproduces the input data at the reference points. The derivatives off (x) can be calculated analytically from the kernel functions K(x, x ). For a multidimensional function the D-dimensional kernel can be constructed as the product of D 1-dimensional kernels k(x, x )
where k (d) (x (d) , x (d) ) are the 1-dimensional kernels for d-th dimensions.
For the radial dimensions (r and R) a reciprocal power decay kernel k [2, 4] 
is used in the present work where, x > and x < are the larger and smaller values of x and
x . The value of this kernel smoothly decays to zero according to x −4 as the leading term in the asymptotic region, which gives the correct long-range behavior for atom-diatom type interactions. For the angular dimension, a Taylor spline kernel
is used, where z > and z < are analogous to x > and x < . Here, the variable z is defined as
so that the values of z are always in the interval [0,1].
Finally, the 3-dimensional kernel is [2, 4] (R, R )k [2, 4] (r, r )k [2] (z, z ),
where, x, x are (R, r, z) and (R , r , z ), respectively. A computationally efficient toolkit is used in this work to calculate the coefficients and in evaluating the function 36 . Adding a small regularization parameter (here λ = 10 −20 for the MRCI+Q data) to the diagonal elements provides additional numerical stability. In practice, λ is increased until a regular solution is obtained for the inversion. For FCI no regularization is required.
To represent the long range part of the H + 2 -He interaction the analytical form from Ref. 14
is used. Here, the first five terms represent the charge+induced multipole interactions, the sixth term represents the dipole+quadrupole induction interaction and the seventh and eighth terms represent the higher order induced-dipole+hexadecapole and induced-quadrupole+quadrupole interactions, respectively. Here, Θ(r) and Φ(r) are the quadrupole and hexadecapole moments of H + 2 , respectively. The last two terms in Eq. 12 are the contributions from dispersion interactions. The r−dependence of the moments and dispersion coefficients is included by representing them as a second degree Taylor series. All parameters used in Eq. 12 are those from Ref. 14. The parameters for He are given in Table I . is referred to as MRCI+Q+LR in the following. In order to smoothly connect the shortand long-range parts of the MRCI+Q PES a Fermi (switching) function is used, see Figure   2 :
where R 0 = 8.5 a 0 and δR = 0.2 a 0 . The function has a value of 0.5 at R = 8.5 a 0 . The total potential (V tot ) is then calculated as where V RKHS is the short range part of the interaction potential obtained from RKHS interpolation using the many body expansion.
Full CI calculations are smooth out to R ∼ 50 a 0 , contrary to MRCI+Q, see Figure 1 .
Hence, the full 3-dimensional PES was also calculated using FCI using a somewhat smaller basis set, i.e., aug-cc-pV5Z. This PES, called FCI in the following, was again represented as a RKHS. Although the FCI energies are smooth in the R−long range, a third PES (FCI+LR) was constructed by using the same long range expression used for the MRCI+Q+LR PES.
For the FCI+LR PES the parameter values in the switching function were R 0 = 13.5 a 0 and δR = 0.25 a 0 in Eq. 13.
B. Bound state calculations
Ro-vibrational bound state calculations for different J states with e and f symmetries are carried out in scattering coordinates using the 3D discrete variable representation (DVR) method with the DVR3D program suite. 37 The radial Gauss-Laguerre quadrature grids consist of 86 and 32 points along R and r coordinates, respectively. For the Jacobi angle θ, a grid of 36 Gauss-Legendre points was used and for the radial grids (r, R) the wavefunctions were constructed using Morse oscillator functions. For the diatom (H + 2 ), r e = 2.5 a 0 , D e = 0.1026 E h and ω e = 0.018 E h are used and with these parameters the r−grid covered points between 0.92 to 3.8 a 0 . As the wave functions for the near-dissociation states need to cover large values along R, the corresponding values were R e = 11.5 a 0 , D e = 0.08 E h , and ω e = 0.00065 E h which defined the R grid between 1.82 and 20.87 a 0 . The r 2 embedding 37 is used to calculate the rotationally excited states, where the z−axis is parallel to R in body-fixed Jacobi coordinates. For the J > 0 calculations, the Coriolis couplings are included. In the r 2 embedding, calculations with ipar = 1 and 0 correspond to the ortho and para H + 2 , respectively. The e and f symmetries are assigned by the parity operator p.
Another method by which we calculated the bound states is the coupled-channels variational method (CCVM). It is similar to a coupled-channels (CC) scattering calculation, but instead of propagating the radial coordinate R to solve the CC differential equations it uses a basis also in R and obtains the desired number of eigenstates of the Hamiltonian matrix with the iterative Davidson algorithm 38 . For the angular motion of H + 2 in the H + 2 -He complex we used a free rotor basis with j H + 2 ranging from 0 to 14 (or 16, in tests). The basis in the H + 2 vibrational coordinate r contains the v = 0 − 7 eigenfunctions of the free H + 2 Hamiltonian for j H + 2 = 0 on a grid of 110 equidistant points with r = 0.25 − 5.5 a 0 . The basis in R was obtained by solving a one-dimensional (1D) eigenvalue problem with the radial kinetic energy and a potential V eff (R). This potential is a cut through the full 3D potential of He-H + 2 with θ and r fixed at the equilibrium values, to which we added a term linear in R with a slope that was variationally optimized by using the R basis in full 3D calculations of the lower He-H + 2 levels. The 1D radial eigenvalue problem was solved with sinc-DVR 39 on a 357-point grid with R = 2 − 50 a 0 . In order to converge also near-dissociative states we finally included 120 radial basis functions in the 3D full direct product basis.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Quality of the PESs
First, the quality of the ab initio calculations and their RKHS representation is considered. In Figure 3 the analytical energies are compared with the ab initio energies for a few selected Jacobi angles at r = 2.0 a 0 for the MRCI+Q+LR PES. A similar comparison is also shown for the FCI PES in Figure S1 . Excellent agreement between the two sets of data is found, see Figure 3 . Figure S2 presents the contour plot of the analytical energies for the He-H + 2 system for r = 2.0 a 0 .
The quality of the RKHS representation of the MRCI+Q+LR and FCI PES is reported in Figure S3 . For the grid points used to generate the RKHS representation, the agree- ment between reference points and the reproducing kernel is excellent with R 2 values of (1−2×10 −9 ) and (1−3×10 −12 ) for MRCI+Q+LR and FCI PESs, respectively. In addition, ab initio energies were also calculated at the MRCI+Q/aug-cc-pV6Z and FCI/aug-cc-pV5Z level of theory for off-grid geometries. They are also reported in Figure S3 together with the RKHS energies evaluated at these geometries. Again, the agreement between the electronic structure calculations and the RKHS representation is good with R 2 value of (1 − 2 × 10 −7 )
for the MRCI+Q+LR PES.
The equilibrium geometry of the FCI/aug-cc-pV5Z surface is a linear He-H-H configuration (r = 2.0749 a 0 and R = 2.9712 a 0 ), with an energy of -2735.1 cm −1 below the H + 2 asymptote. This compares with the MRCI+Q+LR calculations for which r = 2.0745 a 0 , R = 2.9713 a 0 and depth -2736.2 cm −1 and the earlier QCISD(T)/aug-cc-pvQz PES 15 (r = 2.0750 a 0 , R = 2.9720 a 0 and depth -2717.0 cm −1 ) values. Hence, the structures of all PESs differ by less than 0.01 a 0 but the energetics varies over a range of ∼ 20 cm −1 whereby the dissociation energies for the two PESs from the present work only differ by 1.1 cm −1 .
B. Bound States
The ground state energy of H + 2 (v = 0, j = 0)-He computed from the MRCI+Q+LR surface for ortho−H 
S5.
The transitions that were probed by the microwave experiments lie close to dissociation.
Hence, a particular focus here is on accurately computing these stationary states and to determine whether any candidate transitions can be identified from using the MRCI+Q+LR and the FCI PESs. A tentative assignment in particular for the 15.2 GHz and 21.8 GHz transitions has been given previously based on experiments using electric field dissociation. 12 They were analyzed using an effective Hamiltonian. The 15.2 GHz transition was assigned to a low-N transition (in the terminology of Ref. 12 , N is the spin-free angular momentum which is J in the present work) with ∆N = 0 with N = 3 or N = 4 in ortho-H + 2 -He. In the following, N is used when referring to the analysis of the experiments 12 whereas J is used when discussing the present calculations. The fine and hyperfine splittings due to coupling of electron and total nuclear spin, and coupling of the resultant to the rotational angular momentum of the nuclei are both less than 100 MHz, so are several orders of magnitude smaller than the separations between rotational levels of the complex. Thus, identification of N with J is a meaningful approximation. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Two new PESs at the MRCI+Q+LR and FCI level of theory with large basis sets and represented as a reproducing kernel have been used to determine all bound and neardissociative states for ortho-and para-H + 2 -He. It is found that at both levels of theory the bound states compare to within fractions of a wavenumber when stationary states are determined from the same nuclear quantum code. Moreover, the stationary states on one and the same PES determined from two different quantum bound state codes (DVR3D and CCVM) also agree closely, typically within less than fractions of one cm −1 . This provides stringent benchmarks on potential transitions that have been observed experimentally. One such assignment is for the 15.2 GHz transition which corresponds to ortho-H + 2 -He. The He-H + 2 in cm −1 . Zero is set to the energy of H + 2 (v = 0, j = 0) state. The dissociation limit for ortho is at 58.2336 cm −1 and 58.3124 cm −1 for the DVR3D and CCVM respectively, which corresponds to H + 2 (v = 0, j = 1), whereas the dissociation limit for para-is at 0 cm −1 which corresponds to H + 2 (v = 0, j = 0).
ortho 
Zero is set to the energy of H + 2 (v = 0, j = 0) state. The dissociation limit for ortho is at 58.2320 cm −1 and 58.3124 cm −1 for the DVR3D and CCVM respectively, which corresponds to H + 2 (v = 0, j = 1), whereas the dissociation limit for para is at 0 cm −1 which corresponds to H + 2 (v = 0, j = 0).
ortho The present work presents two high-accuracy, fully dimensional PESs for H + 2 -He together with quantum bound state calculations that provide potential assignments of experimentally characterized, near-dissociation states. The results from both, MRCI+LR and full CI PESs, using two different approaches for calculating the quantum bound states are largely consistent. It will be interesting to use the present PESs in future inelastic scattering calculations.
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